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far been found on a Libbaerts one. The Vienna

drawing is indeed so close to the Dresden shield

(hat one is iempted to speculate whether it might
be the original design, which was altered in cer-
tain detaiis by the artist who execuied the embos-
sed decoration. The placing of the scrollwork, the
position of the prisoners, trophies of arms and
bunches of fruit all correspond, but one can only
come to the conclusion that the same artist must

have been responsible for the Vienna drawing and
the original design of the Dresden shield. All irace
has been lost of anoiher shield from this same

group. lt is depicted in the border of David Teniers'
painting o1 the city of Valenciennes in the Musee
des Beaux Arts, Antwerpg. The shield is shown on
the left hand border cf the picture and forms part
of a trophy of arms; it has a poinied base and the

central panel is filled wiih an oval relief, perhaps
represenling St. George and the Dragon, below
which is a lion's mask in the same position as that
on the Dresden shield. Shields such as these con-

stitute a typicai expression of Mannerist fashion
in armour. They were wrought of plate sufficiently
thin to accept relief ornament of a fineness thal
one expects to find only on contemporary gold-
smiths' work. As a rule they accompanied a burgo-
net helmet, as does the Dresden shield, but some

would have formed part of a complete harness,
and the Lochorst armour in New York was prob-
ably originaliy accompanied by one such shield.
Thomas has suggested that some of the shields
from the French court workshop were not intend-
ed to be carriedw, but were from the beginning
meant to be hung on the wall, much as the vast sil-
ver basins or dishes of the second half of the six-

teenth century were meam to be sei upright on a

sideboard as decorations. The contemporary
shield, as used in battle, was circular in shape,
whereas the the archaic kite-shape of these pa-
rade shields, derived from the medieval form, re-
flects their non-functional character.

These shields had, however, an additional func-
tion, namely that their ornament should in some
way reflect the lustre o1 lheir bearer, or raiher cf
the person before whom they were carried, for in
practice they would be borne by a shield bearer.
One important piece of information about this par-
ticular drawing is iacking, namely the identity of
the client for whom it was intended. Had the draw-

ing included the design o! the embossed panels,
this might have given some evidence on this point,
but in its absence, his name must remain un-
known.


